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EMBEDEDDED IN FINAL YEAR ENGINEERING CAPSTONE DESIGN COURSE

ACTIVE LEARNING

- Two-face-to-face instruction sessions in Active Learning Classrooms (ALCs) which are “student-centered facilities”.
- Students were seen to actively participate and collaborate in a dynamic space
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The Good
- Librarian & Faculty Collaboration
- Learn about Coursework
- Curriculum Design & Planning
- Quality of Research Projects
- Collection Development

The not so good
- Strategies-Course related
- Student’s burnout with too much information
- Librarians have an opportunity only on research based courses

& the bad
- Time consuming
- Being innovative
- Lack of time for other course commitments
- Limited role as a participant in the course

CONCLUSION:
- Students were more interactive in their space online
- Were attentive and focused in the ALCs
- Provided students with a relaxed space to inquire about library resources

NEXT STEPS:
- Conduct a detailed assessment of students to measure impact
- Deliver face-to-face instruction using Flipped Classroom Instruction in ALCs
- Use CourseSpaces to integrate weekly Library tutorials
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